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Day surgery

Simple and clean design
Day surgery table S is designed to give you maximum support during day surgery procedures. It allows the surgeon 
and his team to access the patient as easily as possible. The table top is 65 cm wide and features a narrow head section 
that includes a a breathing hole and a plug as part of standard equipment. The padding is 8 cm thick and upholstered 
in antistatic black imitation leather. It is sealed on the underside with welded and taped seams, which prevent the 
ingress of liquids into the interior. This makes cleaning and ensuring hygiene standards even easier.

Reliable
The four-section table with the enviable safe working load of 250 kg and sturdy construction is an ultimately reliable 
piece of equipment. The built-in software prevents the table from hitting the floor when adjusting its height. In the lowest 
position, the table stops just above the floor level. The Day surgery table comes with an additional battery backup so 
that in case of a power outage you can reset the position of the table and complete your tasks.

Flexible
The electric table features a circular switch for height adjustment. This is crucial during procedures, as the surgeon can 
adjust the height regardless of where they stand hands-free. The middle two sections of the table are electrically 
supported which makes it easier to position your patients. The hand switch is simple to use and features an innovative 
memory function. You can save two positions of your choice in addition to a completely flat position. The head and 
leg sections are supported by gas springs and adjust manually. The table is standardly equipped with fixation rails and 

armrests that are easily adjustable.
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POSITIONS

Black antistatic upholstery 

- 65 cm wide

- seamless and fully sealed

- 8 cm thick padding with a      

memory foam layer 

- wider lying surface due to the      

padding finished at a right angle

Narrow head section
- with a breathing hole  

 and a plug 

- manually adjustable 

Battery back-up 

- built-in for case of    

power failure

Fixation rails 
- along back and sitting sections

Adjustable armrests 

- attached to fixation rails

- adjustable height and   

incline 

DAY SURGERY 
TABLE S

Model:  ETSOP-65

standard     optional 

Equipment and accessories

ET
SO

P-
65

safe working load 250 kg 

circular switch for electric height adjustment

antistatic, seamless and sealed upholstery with memory foam 
(8 cm)

hand switch for electric adjustment of height, back and sitting 
section

built-in battery backup in case of power failure

adjustable armrests on fixation rails

fixation rails at back and sitting section

antistatic retractable castors with soft release (Ø 75 mm)

plug connector for potential equalization – PPEQ

safety switch – EVV-S

Hand switch
- for adjustment of back and sitting section 

- with innovative memory function

Circular switch
- simple up & down operation 

from all sides of the table

Table base
- ABS plastic cover is screwless for easier cleaning

- increased stability due to standard 250 kg safe  

working load

Soft retractable system
- antistatic castors

- includes a shock absorber to 

soften the release of castors


